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comparing our unemployment with the nation
or
another state's. The measure of unemployment is
supposed to be a critical indicator of the general
trend of the economy, and to seasonally adjust
unemployment for Alaska would eliminate the
traditional seasonal swings of that measure, which is
desirable in a more or less-year-round economy, but
not where economic activity is reduced so drastically
in the off-season. It is essential to the understanding
of the economy in Alaska to be able to measure the
high and low seasons and to compare them to past
seasons. Therefore, unemployment figures commonly
used in Alaska are not seasonally adjusted.

purpose, but beyond that several generalizations can
be made. Nationwide, seasonally adjusted figures are
preferred over unadjusted, and are almost universally
used. The advantages of the adjusted series have been
outlined earlier, but from a layman's point of view,
it actually offers little advantage over the unadjusted
figures. Some (experts even have difficulty justifying
their preference for seasonally adjusted data). When
comparing unemployment rates for a given economy,
adjusted or unadjusted figures are well suited for
noting over-time changes.
While there is little to choose between adjusted or
unadjusted data, there are important differences in
the suitability of insured versus total unemployment
figures. It can be reasonably argued that insured
unemployment is the most useful indicator of
economic health because it measures people actually
displaced from their jobs, but there are also valid
arguments that it is slower to indicate changes in the

The next step in this discussion is to see how these
different measures of unemployment compare with
each other. To do this the table below is presented
showing the various measures of unemployment
discussed above calculated for Alaska during the
months of January, and July, 1972.

ALASKA UNEMPLOYMENT
Measure
Total Unemployment
Seasonally adjusted
Insured Unemployment
Seasonally adjusted

January
Number
Rate
12,700
11,400
7,365
4,718

July
Number

11.2%
9.2%
13.0%
8.3%

Thus we can come up with four different estimates
of the numbers of unemployed and four different
rates of unemployment, each of which is perfectly
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economy. Total employment estimates are more than
(although they include it) a count of persons actually
receiving benefits. For this reason, it might be argued
that the
unemployment measure is a more
accurate account of persons actually looking for
work, however from an economic viewpoint, many
people looking for work (students out of school, part
time workers,
were not displaced from jobs
because of any existing conditions, and hence
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economic health.
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